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Abstract

The conventional method of classifying and evaluating reservoir based on structural features of microscopic pore has limitation. In order to realize quantitative classification and evaluation of complicated reservoir by fractal theory, the paper used mercury penetration materials to calculate fractal dimension of reservoir’s pore structure, and gathered statistics to analyze the relation between fractal dimension and microscopic pore structure parameter, highlighted geological significance of fractal dimension, believing that fractal dimension of reservoir’s pore structure comprehensively and qualitatively characterizes complication degree of reservoir’ pore structure. The smaller the fractal dimension is, the weaker the reservoir’s microscopic heterogeneity is and the better the reservoir’s quality is. Based on this, fractal dimension is applied to classify and evaluate pore-type bioclastic limestone reservoir, and it shows that the reservoir is clearly partitioned. Besides, the reservoir is divided quantitatively into high quality reservoir, good reservoir, bad reservoir, worse reservoir and invalid reservoir according to size of fractal dimension, thereby realizing quantitative classification and evaluation of complicated reservoir.
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1. Introduction

Reservoir classification and evaluation are important contents in research on reservoir, and an important method for this research is to start from structural features of reser-
voir’s microscopic pore and synthesize reservoir’s physical parameters for reservoir classification and evaluation \([1]-[5]\). The predecessors have put forward a lot of methods to classify and evaluate reservoir based on structural features of reservoir’s microscopic pore, which are generalized into two: the first is experience division method, and the second is clustering method, which two conventional methods, however, have some limitations, as the former is greatly influenced by subjective human factors, while the latter can only get accurate and perfect result based on large amount of basic materials \([6]-[10]\).

Microscopic pore structure of reservoir rock has good statistical self-similarity, and shows good fractal characteristics within certain pore diameter scope, which can be quantitatively described by fractal dimension. Based on different test means, many scholars put forward diversified calculation methods to get fractal dimension and applied fractal dimension to quantitatively description of reservoir’s microscopic pore structure and microscopic heterogeneity, thereby providing a way to quantitatively classify and evaluate reservoir based on microscopic pore structure \([11]-[12]\). The reservoir in Cretaceous Mishrif formation in W oil field has stronger heterogeneity \([13]\), and is greatly influenced by microscopic pore structure. The reservoirs with the same porosity but different pore structure show great differences in permeability. Applying the conventional method to classify and evaluate reservoir is difficult to get satisfactory results.

With mercury penetration material, the paper calculated fractal dimension of reservoir’s pore structure in the researched area according to fractal theory, and further explored geological significance of fractal dimension by analysis on the relation between fractal dimension and microscopic pore structure parameter. Meanwhile, the application of fractal dimension to classify and evaluate reservoir shows that reservoir is well partitioned, thereby realizing quantitative classification and evaluation of complicated reservoir.

2. Calculation Method of Fractal Dimension

The fractal dimension of the pore structure can be obtained based on mercury penetration test. Mercury saturation at different inlet mercury pressures can be got by mercury penetration test, while the inlet mercury pressure corresponds to certain pore throat radius, and mercury saturation reflects the probability of the volume of pore greater than this pore throat radius in total pore volume. According to the two’s relation, fractal dimension of the pore structure can be obtained. The concrete principle and computation process is as follows \([14]-[15]\):

According to fractal geometry theory, if reservoir’s pore structure conforms to fractal structure, then number \(N(r)\) of pore greater with pore diameter greater than \(r\) in reservoir and \(r\) is in power function relation:

\[
N(r) \propto r^{-D}
\]

where, \(N(r)\) is number of pore throat, \(r\) is radius of pore throat, \(\mu m\); \(D\) is fractal di-
mension.

\[ N(r) = \frac{V_{hg}}{\pi r^2 l} \]  

(2)

where, \( l \) is length of capillary tube, cm; \( V_{hg} \) is the corresponding volume of accumulative mercury flowing across pore throat with a radius of \( r \), ml.

From formula (1) and (2), we get:

\[ V_{hg} \propto r^{3-D}. \]  

(3)

Capillary pressure \( P_c \) is:

\[ P_c = \frac{2\sigma \cos \theta}{r} \]  

(4)

where, \( P_c \) is capillary pressure, Mpa; \( \sigma \) is interfacial tension, mN/m; \( \theta \) is the angle of contact, (˚).

Substitute formula (4) into formula (3):

\[ V_{hg} \propto P_c^{-(2-D)}. \]  

(5)

According to definition of mercury saturation in rock sample, we get:

\[ S_{hg} = \frac{V_{hg}}{V_p} \times 100\%. \]  

(6)

From formula (5) and formula (6), we get:

\[ S_{hg} = aP_c^{-(2-D)} \]  

(7)

where, \( a \) is scale factor.

From formula (7), it is observed that if rock sample’s microscopic pore structure is fractal, then mercury saturation and capillary pressure should meet power function relation, and they are a straight line in log-log coordinate system, with slope of 2-D straight line. The above method is used to calculate fractal dimension of microscopic pore structure for 43 rock samples in Cretaceous Mishrif formation in W oil field to show that reservoir’s microscopic pore structure appears as fractal structure within certain scale scope, and fractal dimension is between 2.01 and 2.79, which is a large span of fractal dimension, indicating strong reservoir heterogeneity.

3. Geological Significance of Fractal Dimension

From relation (1) of fractal characteristics of reservoir’s pore structure, it is observed that the number \( N(r) \) of pores with pore diameter greater than \( r \) in log-log coordinate and \( r \) conform to power function relation. The slope represents fractal dimension; in mathematical significance, fractal dimension reflects the speed by which the pore number changes with change of characteristic scale of pore diameter; its physical significance can be explained as the concentration degree of pore throat size distribution. The bigger the fractal dimension is, the higher the concentration degree of pore is. To further highlight geological significance of pore structure fractal dimension, this re-
search made a statistical analysis on the relation between conventional parameters of reservoir’s pore structure and fractal dimension.

### 3.1. Relation between Fractal Dimension and Parameter of Pore Throat Size

Pore throat radius median ($R_{50}$) is the pore radius corresponding to accumulative volume 50% on the cumulative distribution curve, being an important parameter characterizing size of reservoir’s microscopic pore. Figure 1 shows the statistical relationship with fractal dimension, it is observed that fractal dimension and pore radius median appear as good negative correlation, indicating the smaller the fractal dimension is, the greater the reservoir’s pore radius is. The better the reservoir’s reservoir property is, the higher the likelihood of oil gas accumulation is under the same reservoir-formation background.

### 3.2. Relation between Fractal Dimension and Parameter of Pore Throat Separation Characteristic

Figure 2 shows the statistics of the relation between reservoir’s fractal dimension and relative separation factor of reservoir’s pore throat. It can be found that fractal dimension and relative separation factor of pore throat appear as good positive correlation, which conclusion is consistent with physical significance represented by fractal dimension. The relative separation factor of pore throat reflects distribution uniformity of reservoir’s pore throat. The smaller the fractal dimension is, the smaller the deviation of distribution of reservoir rock’s pore size from mean of pore throat is, the evener the pore throat distribution is, the weaker the microscopic heterogeneity is, and the better the reservoir quality is [16] [17].

Above analysis shows that the geological significance of fractal dimension of reservoir’s pore structure can be comprehended as comprehensive representation of

![Figure 1. Curve of relation between pore throat median radius and fractal dimension.](image)
complication degree of reservoir’s pore structure. The smaller the fractal dimension of reservoir’s pore structure is, the greater the reservoir’s maximal connection pore throat radius and average pore radius is, then the smaller the drag hindering fluid flow is. Meanwhile, the evener distribution of reservoir’s pore throat is, the weaker the microscopic heterogeneity is, and the better the reservoir quality is. Fractal dimension can fill up the deficiency of using single conventional pore throat parameter to reflect characteristics of reservoir’s pore structure and realize quantitative assessment on reservoir’s microscopic heterogeneity.

4. Quantitative Reservoir Classification and Evaluation

The reservoir of Cretaceous Mishrif formation in W oil field is mainly organic reef bank deposit with rich content of biodetritus and less crack development, being typical pore-type bioclastic limestone reservoir. The general lithologic character is complicated, and the reservoir has quickly changed precipitation facies and stronger heterogeneity. Besides, the diagenesis of reservoir of different lithologic characters between different precipitation facies belts is greatly different. The reservoir’s microscopic pore structure can obviously control reservoir’s quality. Permeability for reservoir with same porosity yet different pore structures tends to be hugely different. The statistical analysis on the relation between reservoir’s fractal dimension of pore structure and reservoir’s physical parameters indicates that fractal dimension and porosity have no obvious correlation, but have significant negative correlation with reservoir permeability, which shows in Figure 3, and the correlation coefficient is up to 0.9189. With increase of fractal dimension, permeability shows obvious decrease trend. Meanwhile, reservoir samples are significantly partitioned, and Figure 4 shows that the reservoir can be quantitatively divided into 5 categories according to size of fractal dimension. See Table 1 for physical properties and pore structure parameters of different reservoirs, and Figure 5 shows the classification of reservoir and corresponding pore throat radius.
Figure 3. Curve of the relation between permeability and fractal dimension.

Figure 4. Reservoir classification chart based on fractal characteristics.

Table 1. Quantitative classification and evaluation table of the reservoir based on fractal characteristics of pore structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reservoir parameters</th>
<th>Reservoir types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractal dimension</td>
<td>2.01 - 2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{cp}$, microns</td>
<td>0.98 - 8.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative sorting coefficient</td>
<td>0.58 - 0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permeability to air, mD</td>
<td>62.7 - 817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity, %</td>
<td>24.6 - 28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock type</td>
<td>Rudstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pore throat radius peak value, microns</td>
<td>2.3 - 6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation coefficient of porosity and permeability</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results of classification and evaluation</td>
<td>High quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5. The classification of reservoir and corresponding pore throat radius distribution and porosity-permeability.

I Category: The fractal dimension of reservoir’s pore structure is small, with an average of 2.05. The reservoir’s rock type is mainly rudstone, and it has the best petrophysical property. Due to the reservoir’s pore types are mainly intergranular pores and mol-
dic pores, and throats are mostly the reduced part of pores, the pores and throats have good connectivity and strong seepage capacity. The pore throat median radius is high and relative separation factor is low, mostly belonging to macropores with coarse throats. The correlation coefficient of porosity and permeability is 0.46.

II Category: Fractal dimension of reservoir’s pore structure is small, with an average of 2.19. The reservoir’s rock type is mainly grainstone, and it has good petrophysical property. Due to the reservoir’s pore types are mainly residual intergranular pores and intergranular dissolved pores, and the throat is mostly contraction part of the changeable section between particles. The pore throat connectivity and seepage capacity are good. The pore throat median radius is great, and pore throat distribution is relatively even. The porosity and permeability have good correlation with correlation coefficient of 0.66.

III Category: Fractal dimension of reservoir’s pore structure is of middle level, with an average of 2.38. The reservoir’s rock type is mainly packstone, and it has good middle-level petrophysical property. Due to the pore types of reservoir are mainly intergranular dissolved pores and intragranular dissolved pores, and the throat is mostly of flake shape or curved flake shape, the pores and throats have middle connectivity and seepage capacity. The pore throat median radius is of middle level and distribution of pore throat is even, most belonging to type of fine pore fine throat. The porosity and permeability have good correlation with correlation coefficient of 0.72.

IV Category: Fractal dimension of reservoir’s pore structure is great, with an average of 2.57. The reservoir’s rock type is mainly wackstone, and it has good middle-level petrophysical property. Due to the pore types of reservoir are mainly intragranular dissolved pores and inter-crystalline dissolved pores, and the throat is mostly reduced throat, the pores and throats have low connectivity and permeability. The pore throat median radius is small and distribution of pore throat is uneven, most belonging to extra fine pore throat. The correlation coefficient of porosity and permeability is 0.52.

V Category: Fractal dimension of reservoir’s pore structure is great, with an average of 2.69. The rock type is mainly mudstone, and it has the worst petrophysical property. The pore types are mainly intragranular dissolved pores and matrix pores. The throat is mostly pipe column shaped throat with low connectivity and seepage capacity. The pore throat median radius is small and pore throat distribution is extremely uneven. The correlation coefficient of porosity and penetration is 0.65.

5. Summary
From the studies above, it can be found that the smaller the fractal dimension is, the greater the reservoir’s maximal connection pore throat radius and average pore radius are, the evener the distribution of reservoir’s pore throat is, the higher the pore throat connectivity is, the stronger the seepage capacity is, the weaker the reservoir’s microscopic heterogeneity is, and the better the reservoir’s quality is. Applying fractal dimension to reservoir classification and evaluation shows the reservoir is well partitioned.
6. Conclusion

Fractal dimension of reservoir’s pore structure is comprehensive quantitative representation of complication degree of reservoir’s pore structure, and reservoir classification and evaluation can be conducted quantitatively according to the size of fractal dimension, indicative of strong practicability of this method.
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